Collision-Induced Dissociation Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry for the Elucidation of Unknown Structures in Strained Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Macrocycles
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ABSTRACT: Structure determination of unexpected products obtained during synthesis of large carbon nanotube sidewall segments with more than 200 carbon atoms represents a challenging task for traditional analytical methods. Herein, we investigate a homologous series of four products having the same number of carbon atoms but slightly different hydrogen numbers ranging from 168 to 162. We demonstrate that the combination of mass spectrometry, ion mobility separation, and collision-induced dissociation (CID) can be used to finally elucidate the complete structures with high certainty. The postulated 1,2-phenyl shift as origin for the side reaction could be proven by changes in the minimum fragment sizes. A combination of CID and ion mobility spectrometry was applied for the first time to prove the cyclic nature of all molecules by the significant size increase upon ring opening. Thereby, also, more compact molecules were discovered in the gas phase with thus far unknown structures. Finally, the potential presence of numerous isomers could be ruled out by drift time measurements and molecular modeling together with theoretical collision cross-section (CCS) calculations. Surprisingly, only one defined structure could be assigned to each macrocycle in the homologous series, most likely as a result of natural selection rules driven by ring strain and steric hindrance. With a decreasing hydrogen content, the macrocycles undergo a stepwise transition from a cylindrical to conical shape. Overall, ion mobility mass spectrometry together with molecular modeling shows great potential to analyze unknown structures, especially in cases where structure determination by X-ray single-crystal analysis is not applicable.

Macrocycles of large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (LPAHs) with the shape of structurally well-defined carbon nanotube (CNT) sidewall segments are model compounds with regard to their chemical, optical, and electronic properties. These macrocycles could be of potential use as seeds for controlled CNT formation with tailored diameters and lattice structures.1,2 The coveted cyclic ribbon-type, strained structures, however, are challenging for synthesis as well as characterization, especially in the case of unexpected chemical reaction pathways, resulting in unknown structures. For such huge molecular scaffolds with more than 200 carbon atoms, traditional characterization methods, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), infrared (IR), and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, do not provide sufficient structural information. Thus, there is still a need for additional methods of structure proof.

Herein, we investigate the significance of ion mobility mass spectrometry (MS) for the analysis of intact polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) macrocycle structures and their fragments. In addition to the exact molecular weight information from MS, the combination with ion mobility spectrometry provides supplementary information on the molecular shape.

Scheme 1 illustrates the chemical reaction that gives rise to the present investigation. In a multi-step synthesis, biphenyl-extended cyclic para-hexaphenylenbenzene macrocycle ([3]CHPB) could be selectively prepared and fully characterized.3−5 In the final synthesis step, however, where the [3]CHPB unit should be converted into a biphenylene-extended cyclic para-hexa-peri-benzocoronene macrocycle ([3]CHBC) with 18 new C−C bonds (red color), an unexpected side reaction takes place.

Mass spectrometric analysis of the reaction products revealed that, in addition to the desired product M0 with the chemical formula C210H168, also products with two, four, and six hydrogen atoms less were obtained as the major components, corresponding to the chemical formulas M2 (C210H166), M4 (C210H164), and M6 (C210H162). Hence, neither the structures of the side products nor the nature of the side reaction is known initially. It is also questionable whether these products maintain the cyclic structure.

Whereas MS was the main method to detect the side products, it does not provide information on the molecular shape. Ion mobility spectrometry, as a post-ionization separation method, can separate ions with various sizes, shapes,
Scheme 1. Concept of a Selective Dehydrogenation Reaction toward a [3]CHBC Macrocyle with a Cylindrical Shape
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and conformations according to their collision cross-section (CCS), thus representing a complementary method that could also distinguish isomers with the same m/z but different structures. Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMMS) has already been used for the structure and architecture analysis of polymers, \( \text{poly(ε-caprolactone)} \) according to their drift time differences in varied charge states by IMMS. Li et al. \(^{15}\) used IMMS to separate and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers. Jia et al. \(^{21}\) observed the conversion process of peptide sequence separare and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers.

Jia et al. \(^{21}\) observed the conversion process of peptide sequence separare and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers. Jia et al. \(^{21}\) observed the conversion process of peptide sequence separare and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers. Jia et al. \(^{21}\) observed the conversion process of peptide sequence separare and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers. Jia et al. \(^{21}\) observed the conversion process of peptide sequence separare and characterize a series of synthesized linear and cyclic metallolupramolecules with varied oligomeric numbers.

Moreover, the linear and cyclic architectures also generate obvious fragmentation pattern differences. Yol et al. \(^{26}\) investigated the fragmentation patterns of linear and cyclic polystyrenes and polybutadienes by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) tandem MS. The results showed substantially different fragment ion distributions. Wesleymisoa et al. \(^{3,4}\) reviewed the structure characterization of cyclic polymers by multidimensional MS methods and recommended a combination of ion mobility separation with tandem MS for the analysis approach of particularly difficult cases. However, the potential of IMMS for structure elucidation of unknown molecules, such as our rigid and complex LPAHs, has not yet been addressed.

In the present paper, we make use of IMMS for the characterization of our LPAH macrocycles in general and elucidate its ability to analyze unknown structure changes in particular. In addition to the investigation of intact macrocycles, we especially explore their fragmentation behavior by a combination of precursor ion selection with collision-induced dissociation (CID) and ion mobility spectrometry to analyze the molecular shape of the LPAH macrocycle fragments.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Synthesis and Purification.** The bottom-up synthesis and purification of the LPAH macrocycles were described in our previous work. \(^{3,5}\) The [3]CHPB macrocycle could be effectively prepared via multi-step routing. The final step to synthesize the biphenyl-extended cyclo-hexa-*peri*-benzocorone trimer [3]CHBC included the oxidative cyclodehydrogenation of the biphenylene-extended cyclo-hexaphenylbenzene trimer ([3]CHPB) with FeCl\(_3\) (Scheme 1). Therefore, [3]CHPB (0.01 g, 0.0037 mmol) was dissolved in unstabilized dichloromethane (10 mL), and a solution of iron(III) chloride (0.086 g, 0.53 mmol) in nitromethane (2 mL) was added at room temperature. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 7 h. After quenching with methanol, the mixture was extracted with dichloromethane. The organic layers were separated, washed with brine, and dripped over MgSO\(_4\). The raw product was purified by column chromatography on silica (dichloromethane as an eluent). Furthermore, the product mixture was separated by preparative high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a HPLC facility from Shimadzu, series CBM 20A, a pump LC-20AD, and a SPD-20A UV−vis detector (\( \lambda = 320 \text{ nm} \)), using the column Cosmosil SPBB (inner diameter of 10 × 250 mm) from Nacalai Tesque. A toluene/MeOH mixture (from 3:1 to 9:1) was used as an eluent to isolate the four major product fractions.

**MALDI IMMS.** All MS experiments were performed on a SYNAPT G2-Si instrument (Waters Corp., Manchester, U.K.) equipped with a MALDI source. ((2E)-2-Methyl-3-[4-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)phenyl]-2-propen-1-ylidene)malononitrile (DCTB) was used as the matrix for MALDI MS measurement. The mass and ion mobility data analyses were performed on Masslynx V4.1 and Driftscope V2.8, respectively. Ion mobility mass spectrometry (HDMS mode), ion mobility tandem mass spectrometry (HDMS/MS mode), and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS mode) were employed for analysis of the LPAHs. A high trap direct current (DC) bias value of 120 V was used in all of the experiments to support the transmission of high mass ions.

**Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry (HDMS Mode).** Mass spectra were acquired in positive-ion mode over the mass range of 50–3000 Da. Helium cell gas flow was set at 180 mL min\(^{-1}\), and IMS gas flow (N\(_2\)) was set at 80 mL min\(^{-1}\). The IMS was operated with 40 V wave height and 180 m s\(^{-1}\) wave velocity.

**Ion Mobility Tandem Mass Spectrometry (HDMMSMS Mode).** Besides using the above settings in HDMS mode, an increasing collision energy of 0, 100, 150, and 200 V was applied successively in the trap cell before IMS separation. The precursor selection for ions of the four dehydrogenation
products was performed at masses of 2691, 2689, 2687, and 2685 Da with a selection window of approximately 1 Da.

**Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS Mode).** After selection of the precursor ions, the maximal collision energy of 200 V was applied in the trap cell for each dehydrogenation product. The monomeric fragments were recorded with a mass range of 300–1200 Da.

**CCS Value Calculation.** The chemical structures were energy-optimized by the open source Avogadro software\textsuperscript{27} V2 0.7.2 at the MMFF94 level of theory. The CCS values were then calculated by Driftscope CCS calculation software (V2.8, Waters Corp., Manchester, U.K.).

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Measurement of Intact LPAH in IMMS.** The primary question about the structure of the unexpected dehydrogenation products is whether these molecules have a comparable shape and if they are still macrocycles or not. Therefore, the product mixture was first separated by preparative HPLC. The individual fractions of the homologous series of products M\(_0\) (C\(_{210}H_{168}\)), M\(_2\) (C\(_{210}H_{166}\)), M\(_4\) (C\(_{210}H_{164}\)), and M\(_6\) (C\(_{210}H_{162}\)) were then ionized by MALDI and submitted to ion mobility measurements to gain first insights into molecular shape differences.

To eliminate the drift time differences resulting from the slightly different molecular weights of the four samples, only one isotope of each molecule at the same nominal mass was selected for comparison. Therefore, the ion mobility spectra of M\(_0\), M\(_2\), M\(_4\), and M\(_6\) molecules at the isotopic mass of 2689 Da, which is present in all four isotopic distributions, were extracted in Figure 1.

As a result, the ion mobility measurements show only one peak for each molecular ion with only small differences in drift time and peak maxima among M\(_0\), M\(_2\), M\(_4\), and M\(_6\). According to Mason–Schamp equation\textsuperscript{28,29} when using the same experimental parameters, the drift time differences mainly arise from the differences in the molecular size and m/z. Using the same m/z for the different samples, this drift time difference clearly indicates that the molecules are becoming slightly smaller with an increasing degree of overdehydrogenation within the four product molecules. In addition, the peak width shrinks clearly from 1.00 to 0.77 ms at half peak height in the same order.

**Measurement of LPAH Fragments in IMMS.** For additional structural information, we submitted the homologous series of LPAHs to CID measurements and investigated the fragments and their drift time spectra at increasing collision energies up to 200 V.

Therefore, the molecular ion of each dehydrogenated product was selected as the parent ion in ion mobility tandem MS experiments. On the whole, the four reaction products M\(_0\), M\(_2\), M\(_4\), and M\(_6\) generated similar fragmentation patterns in IMMS. As representative for all measurements, Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2D) drift time versus m/z spectra of M\(_4\) at collision energies of 0, 100, 150, and 200 V. A higher brightness of the color indicates a higher peak intensity.

Up to the collision energy of 100 V, mainly the peak of the intact LPAH molecule is present. A few signals with intensities lower than 1% of that of the molecular ion come from slight fragmentation of the precursor ions. Significant fragmentation starts at a collision energy of 150 V. When the collision energy is further increased to the maximum of 200 V, three groups of fragments at different mass ranges were produced. With regard to the desired macrocycle, which consists of three hexa-peri-benzocoronene (HBC) units connected by three biphenyl bridges, the three molecular weight regions can be assigned to fragments including one, two, and three HBC units (mono-, di-, and trimeric fragment ions).

**Figure 2.** Two-dimensional drift time versus m/z ion mobility image with increasing collision energy for sample M\(_4\).

**Figure 3.** The magnified 2D drift time versus m/z ion mobility image for sample M\(_4\) at 200 V collision energy. The close similarity in comparison to the 200 V fragmentation pattern of M\(_4\) in Figure 2 is quite obvious.

Beyond the different mass regions for mono-, di-, and trimeric fragments, Figure 3 also shows a splitting within the trimeric fragment region into three different trend lines. Generally, the series of signals within the trend lines can be
attributed to a consecutive loss of alkyl groups, originating from the 12 tert-butyl substituents attached to the HBC units.

The existence of the trend lines indicates that there are three different initial structures with significant different molecular sizes, from which the alkyl groups are released. The three trend lines were numbered to indicate the sequence of appearance with increasing collision energy. Trend line 1 is already present at low collision energies, and also the intact molecular ion belongs to it. Then, trend line 2 appears at increased collision energy. Finally, trend line 3 appears at maximum collision energy, while mono- and dimeric fragments are observed too.

From the fact that the intact molecular ion measured without collision energy belongs to trend line 1, we conclude that the alkyl group loss within this series originates from intact macrocyclic structures.

Ions in trend line 3 have significantly higher drift times than those in trend line 1 and, thus, belong to bigger structures with higher CCS. This trend line shows high intensity at the highest collision energies, and we assign it to the ring-opened structures. Therefore, one break inside the cyclic framework is required, and the consecutive alkyl group loss takes place from linear structures. The di- and monomeric fragments, which also appear at the highest collision energies, own two breaks within the cyclic framework. They only show one trend line, indicating only one general shape of the residual mainframe, where the consecutive loss of side chains takes place. This is quite comprehensible because the macrocycle backbone is a rigid rod structure as soon as ring opening takes place.

Astonishingly and unexpectedly, a further trend line is observed already being present at intermediate collision energies. This trend line originates from structures having a significantly smaller CCS and, thus, a smaller size than the macrocycle itself. It is quite remarkable to detect smaller structures than the desired macrocycle, because it already consists of 15 phenyl rings connected in para positions, a framework that tends to be a linear rigid rod but is bent to a cycle with high ring strain. To date, we can only speculate about this very compact structure, and it is an object of ongoing investigations. The fragmentation pattern observed here provides a novel approach to distinguish the cyclic structure from its linear counterpart, and this method may also be useful for the characterization of other macrocycles by MS.

The structural assignment of the trimeric fragments can be supported by theoretical calculations of CCS for the cyclic and ring-opened structures. In the case of our LPAH molecules, the calculated CCS values for cyclic and linear architectures of M₃₆ molecules possess significantly different values of 636.94 and 831.24 Å², respectively. The ring-opening reaction in the gas phase, thus, considerably increases the CCS value, especially in the case of our structures, which own a linear rigid paraphenylenec backbone. Our results correlate well with the relative CCS value differences observed for cyclic and linear metallosupramolecular assemblies of Zn¹¹ ions and bis-(terpyridin) ligands reported by Wesdemiotis and co-workers.¹⁴,¹⁵

Because of the fact that all molecules of the investigated series herein [M₀ (C₂₁₀H₁₆₈), M₂ (C₂₁₀H₁₆₆), M₄ (C₂₁₀H₁₆₄), and M₆ (C₂₁₀H₁₆₂)] show the same general behavior, we can conclude that the initially targeted molecule M₀ as well as the thus far unknown side products M₂, M₄, and M₆ all own a cyclic framework.

Structural Elucidation from Monomeric Fragments. After identification of the cyclic nature of the intact four dehydrogenated product molecules, the next question is to figure out the structure of the macrocyclic building blocks. Because there is additional hydrogen loss while the hexaphenylbenzene (HPB) monomer in the macrocycles is already fully condensed, there is still a need for elucidation of the origin of the side reactions. A possible explanation for the
extra mass loss of two, four, and six hydrogens could be a rearrangement reaction during cyclodehydrogenation in the final step of synthesis. A rearrangement reaction by a 1,2-phenyl shift at the main PAH framework was previously already observed as a side reaction in our group.\(^4\)\(^5\) In the case of our strained LPAH macrocycles, we rationalize that this type of unexpected rearrangement reaction could be even more pronounced because of the release of ring stain. With each 1,2-phenyl shift, the macrocyclic framework gains preformed 60° angles as opposed to the initially linear but bent paraphenylen connection. Therefore, the macrocyclic system loses potential energy with each rearrangement reaction. Because each rearrangement reaction is equivalent with an additional loss of two hydrogen atoms, we could expect up to three rearrangement reactions in our series \(M_0\), \(M_2\), and \(M_6\). Thus far, measurements by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) support this theory;\(^4\)\(^5\) however, in a framework with more than 200 carbon atoms, it is not a sufficient structure proof for such postulated 1,2-phenyl shift reactions in the macrocycles. In addition, the 1,2-phenyl side reactions could give rise to numerous isomers. In the case of two or more rearrangement reactions, the condensed cores of \(M_4\) and \(M_6\) could theoretically include one or two side reactions within one core unit, as illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4 also visualizes all possible individual core structures, which could be constituents in macrocycles with one, two, or more side reactions in general.

As expected for the targeted macrocycle \(M_0\), the fragment signals at the low mass side end at \(m/z\) 596 Da, confirming the HBC cores (Figure 4a) as the constitutive units. Consequently, the fragmentation patterns of \(M_2\) and \(M_4\) should include fragments with 596 and 522 Da with regard to the minimum fragment core sizes of Figure 4, which can be confirmed too. Therefore, these \(M_2\) and \(M_4\) macrocycles should consist of one and two 1,2-phenyl-shifted core units connected by two and one biphenylene bridges, respectively.

**Comprehensive Structure Elucidation.** The final question about the macrocycle structure is the sequence of the monomer building blocks inside the macrocycles. According to the fragmentation patterns above, we know that \(M_0\) consists of three 1,2-phenyl-shifted core units. Thus, \(M_4\) consists of two rearranged HBC units, and \(M_6\) consists of one rearranged HBC unit. Finally, the initially targeted \(M_0\) macrocycle consists of three unchanged HBC monomers. While there could be only one isomer for the macrocycles \(M_0\) and \(M_2\), the macrocycles \(M_4\) and \(M_6\) could theoretically be a mixture of isomers resulting from the different positions of the rearranged molecule parts toward each other. Inside the cyclus, two rearranged HBC cores could be oriented in three ways: head to tail, head to head, or tail to tail. Thus, the three PAH constituents in \(M_4\) could be either connected by two phenylene bridges and one biphenylene bridge (panels a and c of Figure 6) or by one single bond and two biphenyl bridges (Figure 6b). Analogously, the three constituents in \(M_6\) could be connected by three phenylene bridges (Figure 6d) or, alternatively, by one single bond, one phenylene bridge, and one biphenylene bridge (Figure 6e).

**Conclusions from Ion Mobility Measurements.** As previously shown in Figure 1, the ion mobility signals of the molecular ions of the four dehydrogenated products show very similar drift times, shifting with small increments successively to lower values with increasing hydrogen loss of the macrocycles. Also, the peak widths shrink in the same direction. Hence, there is no direct evidence for the existence of isomers, or if isomers should exist, they must have the same CCS value.

The decrease in the drift time with an increasing number of rearrangement reactions from \(M_0\) to \(M_6\) implies that the introduction of each rearranged HBC unit leads to a small but measurable shrink of the molecular size.

**Conclusions from Three-Dimensional (3D) Structure Simulations.** To obtain further information on the existence of isomers, we prepared 3D structure simulations with corresponding CCS value calculations for \(M_0\), \(M_2\), and all potential isomers for \(M_4\) and \(M_6\). The obtained CCS values are summarized in Table 1.

---

**Figure 4.** All possible monomeric structures after 1,2-phenyl shift reactions and respective inner core structures inside the LPAH macrocycles.

---

For this reason, we investigate the regions of the monomeric fragments in more detail. Assuming that the fully condensed core units in Figure 4 represent very stable fragments, which should represent the minimum fragment size after the loss of single bonded alkyl groups and phenylene bridges, we should gain the minimum core size information from the different minimum fragment sizes in the monomeric region in the mass spectrum.

Therefore, tandem MS was applied, and the precursor ions at \(m/z\) 2691 Da (\(M_0\)), 2689 Da (\(M_2\)), 2687 Da (\(M_4\)), and 2685 Da (\(M_6\)) were selected for fragmentation. Parameters were optimized to enhance the monomeric fragment intensity while the maximal 200 V collision energy was applied. The MS/MS spectra of monomeric fragments of the four samples were illustrated in Figure 5.

For the \(M_6\) macrocycle, the mass range of monomeric fragments is relatively narrow and there is no signal in the mass range lower than \(m/z\) 596 Da (indicated by an arrow in Figure 5). This mass value fits to the minimum core size with one 1,2-phenyl shift, as illustrated in Figure 4b. Hence, it can be concluded that the three 1,2-phenyl shifts within the macrocycle are distributed over three core units, with one phenyl shift in each constituting unit, and that no HBC cores are present in the precursor macrocycle \(M_6\). Otherwise, in the case of at least one HBC monomer without 1,2-phenyl shift reaction, the HBC core (\(m/z\) 522 Da) should be present as the minimum fragment size, as observed in \(M_0\), \(M_2\), and \(M_4\). Because the rearrangement happens only once in each core unit, the theoretical core units with two rearrangements within one unit, as illustrated in panels c and d of Figure 4, seem to be less favorable.
From the comparison of CCS values calculated for isomers of M4, it is obvious that the head to head connected structure (Figure 6b) and tail to tail connected structure (Figure 6c) have significantly higher values in comparison to the head to tail connected isomer (Figure 6a). The same holds true for the head to head connected isomer of M6. The existence of both isomers in a mixture should therefore cause at least a significant peak broadening in the drift time signals of M4 and M6, which is experimentally not the case (see Figure 1). If we further compare the CCS values of M0, M2, and the head to tail connected isomers of M4 and M6, we find a small but continuously shrinking size of the macrocycles, which reproduces exactly the observed experimental behavior in the drift time measurements.

Thus, it is surprisingly clear at this point that one can exclude the presence of head to head connected isomers in all cases and the structures of the four different macrocycles can be excluded in all cases.
visualized with high certainty, as presented in Figure 7. It is quite remarkable that only one isomer of each molecule is left

![Ball-and-stick models of four macrocycle products.](image)

Figure 7. Ball-and-stick models of four macrocycle products.

as the most probable structure from all possible isomers, which could be formed theoretically. We attribute this to a “natural selection” driven by ring strain and steric hindrance.

The macrocycles undergo a successive transition from a cylindrical shape in the case of M₀ to a conical shape in the case of M₆. From these architectures, one could also justify the relative high drift time peak width of M₆ compared to the other macrocycles. Because of the high conformational flexibility, the HBC cores in M₀ might be able to oscillate or rotate within the cyclic framework. This tendency is reduced in the order M₂, M₄, and M₆, because the successive introduction of rearranged core units introduces each a 60° angle with each phenyl shift in a cyclic lattice that tends to be linear.

From the numerous possible isomers that could be produced in the case of two and three 1,2-phenyl shifts within one molecule, remarkably, only one isomer in each case is left as the most probable structure. This can be concluded from the minimum core size information obtained from CID fragmentation, the measurement of drift times, and the comparison to 3D molecular structure simulations.

The structures of the four reaction products can thus be provided with high certainty, as visualized in Figure 7. Even in the case of M₄ and M₆, where different connections of the core subunits from single bonds over phenylenes to biphenylenes could be present, the CCS values from simulations allow for the exclusion of the existence of isomers other than such with head to tail connection. This astonishing finding is most likely due to “natural” selection rules, driven by ring strain and steric hindrance during the chemical reaction.

Besides the structure elucidation for our specific molecules, the herein applied methodology could also be of more general use for analytics of macromolecules. The combination of CID excitation and subsequent ion mobility investigation of the fragments shows ring opening and, thus, allows for proving the cyclic nature of complex molecules where traditional methods fail.

Beyond ring opening, which produces significantly less compact structures compared to the cycles, another interesting phenomenon within the homologous series M₀, M₂, M₄, and M₆ is the appearance of significantly more compact structures upon CID excitation. This is quite remarkable, because the macrocycles themselves are already strained systems, which try to relax by 1,2-phenyl shifts during synthesis. The nature of the compact structures is thus far unknown but will be the object of further investigations.

Overall, the results demonstrate that the combination of MS, ion mobility, and molecular modeling has great potential for structure elucidation, especially in the case of complex molecules, where NMR spectroscopy fails to give reliable results and where single-crystal X-ray analysis cannot be obtained.

**CONCLUSION**

The combination of MS, collision-induced fragmentation, and ion mobility measurements was employed to elucidate initially unknown structures obtained as unexpected main products during the final step of a LPAH macrocycle synthesis.

Taken as a whole, all results of the present work confirm the postulated 1,2-phenyl shift as a side reaction, which happens up to 3 times during cyclodehydrogenation toward the fully condensed PAH units. The unusual high tendency for 1,2-phenyl shift reactions inside the cycle is plausible because of the condensed PAH units. The unusual high tendency for 1,2-phenyl shift in a cyclic lattice that tends to be linear.
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